
YESS™ Mining Board 
Roadway Maintenance System 

Boundary’s YESS™ Mining Board Roadway Maintenance System 

A revolutionary sectioned based grading system engineered in-house to improve safety, 
reduce downtime and reduce wear. Better productivity = reduced operating costs. 

The You Expected Something Special (YESS™) system improves upon the System 2000™ 
pioneered by Boundary and Sandvik in the early 1990’s. 

SAFER SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE 
Boundary’s YESS™ Roadway Maintenance System is designed to provide safer, more 
cost effective performance and superior wear life. Designed for gravel roads, oil treated 
roads, ice and snow removal and asphalt planing. 

The YESS™ System utilizes 1 ft. continuously overlapping panels to improve handling and 
safety and reduce downtime. System strength is improved because overlapping 
eliminates weakness caused by unsupported joints. YESS™ System forged mining boards 
weigh approx. 40 lbs as compared to 120 lbs for a conventional 3 ft section. Changing 
of grader boards can now be accomplished by 1 person in the field and operators can 
carry a replacement board in their cab.   

Boundary’s boards utilize a harder material with improved wear properties and have 
been designed to create dead bedding. The hardened tool body carries 75 gr of 
tungsten carbide making it the longest wearing carbide tip available. 

This system will provide improved, smoother roads for your mining operation. 



Ordering Information 

YESS™ Forged Grader Boards 
 1 ft. continuously overlapping panels
 Standard punched to fit all 3/4" punched moldboards
 Reducer bolts available for 5/8" punch
 Uses industry best 7 tools per foot
 25mm tool shank

 YESSTM Mining Board 
Specifications 

Assembly Part Number Bolt Dia (in) Weight (lbs) 

14' 1IE51-C5821-314 3/4 

16' 1IE51-C5821-316 3/4 

Segment (1 ft) Part Number Bolt Dia (in) Weight (lbs) 

    CS [center] 1IE51-C5821-000 3/4 24.5 

    RH [right hand] 1IE51-C5821-100 3/4 24.5 

    LH [left hand] 1IE51-C5821-200 3/4 24.5 

Part Part Number Pcs Per 
Container Weight (lbs) 

Tool BOU2564-23F [CLP] 30 1.25 



1. Prior to installing Boundary’s YESSTM  System, clean the bolting surface of the
moldboard.

2. Boundary recommends the use of Gr. 8, No. 3 head plow bolts with matching Gr. 8
hex nuts.  Plow Bolt Torque is 350 ± 45 ft. lbs.

3. Boards are installed to match the bolt pattern and length of your particular
moldboard. Typically, that would include using LH and RH segments at either end
and a LH and RH segment butted up together in the middle.

4. Ensure all tools are rotating freely as the tools are designed to be self rotating and
self sharpening.

5. Use Boundary Pick-Lube to ensure proper tool rotation. Apply the Pick-Lube to the
exposed bore hole on the back of the YESSTM Blade.

6. Position and operate the blades at a 70 degree angle to the road surface for the
proper cutting angle.

7. For proper performance, the YESSTM System should be used to penetrate a depth
no greater than 1 inch.

8. "Backdragging" is not to be performed as it increases the stress on the YESS™
blades, bolts and moldboard. The direct impact is an increased risk of tool
breakage or loss.

9. Do not use the system to remove large rocks or boulders. The YESS™ System is
designed to scarify the roads and bring up sub-surface gravel.

10. During transportation roll the moldboard backward with the tools pointing upward
to prevent the tools from vibrating out of the blade while in transit.

Incorrect Angle Correct Angle  

YESSTM Roadway Maintenance System 
Mining Board Operating Instructions 



Ice and Snow Removal  
1. Ensure all tools are rotating freely and operating angle is correct.
2. Typically one pass is enough to bring up gravel for traction; however, on heavy snow pack a

second pass may be necessary.
3. Travel speed should be third gear (low range). Higher speed will cause pre-mature wear on

the tools.
4. Inspect blades and tool rotation daily.
5. If working in slush, clean tools so they do not freeze up.
6. If the angle is not correct the operator will notice chattering or vibration. Check that the

angle is 70 degrees.

Gravel Maintenance  
1. Ensure all tools are rotating freely and operating angle is correct.
2. If the road is in fairly good condition, normal grading speeds apply; however, if cutting

washboard, ruts and potholes a lower gear (2nd or 3rd) is recommended.
3. Apply Boundary’s Pick Lube at least twice a day - more frequently in wet operating

conditions.
4. Inspect blades and tool rotation daily.
5. If a tool does cease to rotate a "drag mark" will appear on the final grade. Check rotation

and replace tool if permanently ceased.
6. If the angle is not correct the operator will notice chattering or vibration. Check that the

angle is 70 degrees.

Gravel Reclamation and Calcium Chloride Roads 
1. Ensure all tools are rotating freely and operating angle is correct.
2. If working on a road with pit run use second gear (low range). At higher speeds the tool will

not function properly as it will bounce rather than cut.
3. Inspect blades and tool rotation daily.
4. If a tool does cease to rotate a "drag mark" will appear on the final grade. Check rotation

and replace tool if permanently ceased.
5. If the angle is not correct the operator will notice chattering or vibration. Check that the

angle is 70 degrees.
6. If mixing calcium chloride on the road surface ensure that the tools are pressure washed

and then apply a liberal quantity of Pick Lube. Calcium chloride sets up between the tool
shank and the spring retainer and hardens. If it is not flushed out the tools will bind in the
adapters. Once this happens, it is hard to remove the tools. Therefore be aware and prevent
unnecessary problems.

7. Using YESS™ on existing calcium chloride roads, mixes the materials and cuts down on the
amount of calcium chloride addition.

Oil Road Reclamation & Asphalt Planing 
1. Ensure all tools are rotating freely and operating angle is correct.
2. The use of Boundary’s Pick Lube in these applications is highly recommended. The tools

should be flushed at least four times per day due to the quality of the material the tools will
"gum up" more frequently.

3. The top surface of this road is hardest to penetrate on the first pass; the operator should only
try to take up 1/2" of the material. This will break the crust and enable the operator to plane
off the material to the desired depth.

4. Apply Boundary Pick Lube at the end of the day.
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